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Motivating example

Figure: Local learning

Figure: Federation

Hospital trying to build a model to predict
patient outcomes.

Local Learning: Build a model based on its
ni data points.

Federation: Build a model with other
hospitals, with {nj} data points (varying
size). Combine model parameters learned
on local data.
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Motivating example

Figure: Local learning

Figure: Federation

Cost-sharing game.
Which arrangement minimizes a player’s
mean squared error (MSE)?

Federation has more data: lower
variance.

But hospitals may differ in true values:
higher bias.

Local learning, grand coalition, or some
other arrangement.
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Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.
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Research questions

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

Which arrangements are stable?1

Which arrangements minimize societal
cost?2

Which arrangements are fair?3

1DK,“Model-sharing Games: Analyzing Federated Learning Under Voluntary Participation”,
AAAI’21

2DK, “Optimality and Stability in Federated Learning: A Game-theoretic Approach”, NeurIPS’21
3DK, “Models of Fairness in Federated Learning”, (preliminary) NeurIPS’21 Learning in Presence of

Strategic Behavior
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Federated learning and stability

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

Player with samples nj federating in
coalition Cj . What error does it experience?

Depends on:

Learning task

Data and bias generation process

Federation methods



Federated learning and stability

Learning task:

Mean estimation

Linear regression

Data and bias generation process:

Noise/bias ratio parameter r.

High r : noise of data is high, relative
to bias (federation is typically better).

Low r : noise of data is low, relative to
bias (individual learning is better).
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Federation methods

Uniform federation produces a single model for all members of the federating coalition:

θ̂u =
1

N

∑
i∈Cj

θ̂i · ni

for N =
∑M

i∈Cj
ni .

Fine-grained federation allows each player to individually weight every other player’s
local estimates:

θ̂f
j =

∑
i∈Cj

vji · θ̂i

for
∑M

i∈C vji = 1, vji set to minimize player j ’s error.



Example of results

Theorem
For mean estimation and local learning, a player’s error is proportional to r

nj
.

Theorem
For mean estimation and uniform federation, a player’s error is proportional to:

r

N
+

∑
i ̸=j n

2
i + (N − nj)

2

N2

where N =
∑

i∈Cj
ni .

Corresponding results for every learning task/federation method combination in full
paper.



Federated learning and stability

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

Cooperative game theory: each player
wants minimize their expected MSE.

Give conditions for which arrangements will
be individually stable:

No player can defect to a group that
would welcome it.



Federated learning and stability

Figure: Local learning

Figure: Grand coalition

Results:

Conditions where different
arrangements are stable: local
learning, grand coalition, or some
other arrangement.

Results depend on noise/bias
parameter in learning game, as well as
federation method.



Research questions

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

Which arrangements are stable?4

Which arrangements minimize societal
cost?5

Which arrangements are fair?6
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Federated learning and optimality

Optimality (overall societal welfare):

Society wishes to minimize weighted
average of errors (standard objective
in federated learning):

1∑M
i=1 ni

M∑
i=1

ni · erri (Ci )
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Federated learning and optimality

Optimality (overall societal welfare):

Society wishes to minimize weighted
average of errors (standard objective
in federated learning):

1∑M
i=1 ni

M∑
i=1

ni · erri (Ci )

Price of Anarchy describes trade-off:

Cost of worst stable arrangement

Cost of optimal arrangement

Here: we only consider uniform federation
(worst-case trade-off between stability and
optimality).



Summary

Provide an efficient, constructive algorithm for calculating an optimal federating
arrangement.

Give first-ever constant bound on the Price of Anarchy for this game.



Optimality

Either local learning or federation in the grand coalition could be arbitrarily far from
optimal.

Lemma
∀ρ > 1, there exists a setting where local learning gives average error more than ρ
times higher than optimal.

Lemma
∀ρ > 1, there exists a setting where federating in the grand coalition gives average
error more than ρ times higher than optimal.



Optimality: Calculating arrangement

However, there exists an efficient algorithm for calculating an optimal arrangement:

Theorem
Given a set of players {ni}:

Start with every player doing local learning.

Begin grouping players in ascending order of size.

Stop when the first player would increase its error by joining.

Resulting arrangement is optimal.



Optimality: proof technique

Proof technique:

Building block lemmas allow us to
move from arbitrary arrangement to
optimal one, in cost-reducing way.

Shows correctness of algorithm for
calculating optimal arrangement.



Optimality: proof technique

Example:

Lemma (Equivalence of player
preference and reducing cost)

Take any coalition Q and any player j .
Then, a player wishes to join that coalition
(from local learning) if and only if doing so
would reduce total cost.



Optimality: proof technique

Other building block lemmas:

Monotonicity of players
joining/leaving a group.

Swapping players from local learning
to group.

Merging groups.



Optimality: proof technique

Other building block lemmas:

Monotonicity of players
joining/leaving a group.

Swapping players from local learning
to group.

Merging groups.



Price of Anarchy

Cost of worst stable arrangement

Cost of optimal arrangement



Price of Anarchy

There are two cases where the Price of Anarchy is 1 (the optimal arrangement is
stable).

Lemma
When all players are “sufficiently large”, local learning is both optimal and stable (PoA
equal to 1).

Lemma
When all players are “sufficiently small”, federation in the grand coalition is both
optimal and stable (PoA equal to 1).



Price of Anarchy: main statement

However: we also show that there exist examples where the optimal arrangement isn’t
stable (so PoA >1). Can we bound the Price of Anarchy?

Theorem
The cost of the worst stable arrangement is no more than 9 times the cost of the
optimal arrangement.
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However: we also show that there exist examples where the optimal arrangement isn’t
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Price of Anarchy: proof technique

Upper bound the error each player receives in worst stable arrangement.

Lower bound the error each player receives in optimal arrangement.

For example:

In a stable arrangement, player’s error is upper bounded by its error in local
learning.

Multiple sub-lemmas relying on each player’s size and the size of players it is
federating with.



Price of Anarchy: proof technique

Type Condition
Upper bound on
worst stable

error

Lower bound on
optimal error

T0 ni ≥ r+1
2

r ·σ2

ni
, by Lemma 12.

1
2
r ·σ2

ni
, by Lemma
13

T1
r
9 ≤ ni ≤ r+1

2
σ2, by Lemma 13

T2

ni <
r
9 and is federating with

other players of total mass at
least r

3 in ΠM .

7.25 · σ2, by
Lemma 14

T3

ni <
r
9 and is NOT federating

with other players of total
mass at least r

3 in ΠM .

Unbounded, but
Lemma 15 gives a
stability result.

Table: Summary of relevant bounds for proof PoA bound (σ2 a bias parameter)



Summary

Provide an efficient, constructive algorithm for calculating an optimal federating
arrangement.

Give first-ever constant bound on the Price of Anarchy for this game (worst stable
arrangement is no more than 9 times the cost of the best arrangement).



Research questions
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Which arrangements are stable?7

Which arrangements minimize societal
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Which arrangements are fair?9
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Fairness questions

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

Motivating example: multiple hospitals
federating together.
Model parameters combined with weighted
average.

θ̂u =
1

N

∑
i∈Cj

θ̂i · ni

θ̂f
j =

∑
i∈Cj

vji · θ̂i



Fairness questions

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

Hospitals have different sizes:

Larger hospitals skew the combined
model: lower bias, so lower error.

Smaller hospitals see higher bias, so
higher error.

Raises questions of fairness in error rates.



Fairness questions

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

How should we define fairness in
federated learning?

What fairness definition(s) do standard
federated learning algorithms satisfy?



Fairness questions

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

Two commonly-used notions of fairness in
federated learning:

Egalitarian fairness

Collaborative (proportional) fairness



Egalitarian fairness

Figure: Federation

Idea: Agents should have error rates that
are roughly the same (error ratio not too
high).

erri (C )

errj(C )
≤ λ ∀i , j ∈ C

Motivation: Agents may have fewer
samples for unfair historical reasons: we
want to correct for this.

Related papers: Mohri et al. [2019], Du
et al. [2020], Li et al. [2019]



Proportional (collaborative) fairness

Figure: Federation

Idea: Agents should have error rates that
are (inversely) proportional to samples
contributed.

erri (C )

errj(C )
≈

nj
ni

∀i ∈ C

Motivation: We want to reward agents
who contribute more data.

Related papers: Lyu et al. [2020], Xu and
Lyu [2020]



This paper: results

Give the first theoretical analysis and comparison of egalitarian and proportional
fairness in federated learning.

Results:

Egalitarian fairness: a tight bound on error ratio for agents federating together
(both uniform and fine-grained federation).

Proportional fairness: a variant is always satisfied for fine-grained federation,
sometimes satisfied for uniform federation.



Egalitarian fairness

Goal: Bound error ratio:

erri (C )

errj(C )
≤ λ ∀i , j ∈ C

Theorem
All modular federation methods satisfy
error ratio bound:

erri (C )

errj(C )
≤ 2 · c + 1 ∀i , j ∈ C

given largest player size ≤ c · r (for r
noise/bias ratio).



Egalitarian fairness

Theorem
This bound is tight (up to an additive
factor of ϵ).

Lemma
Uniform and fine-grained federation are
both modular.



Modular

Given any players ns < nℓ and coalition C , a modular federation method satisfies:

errs(C )

errl(C )
≥ 1 (Larger players get lower error)

errs (C )

errl (C )
≤ errs ({ns , nℓ})

errl ({ns , nℓ)}
(Two-player coalition is worst case)

∂

∂nℓ

errs ({ns , nℓ})
errl ({ns , nℓ)}

≥ 0
∂

∂ns

errs ({ns , nℓ})
errl ({ns , nℓ)}

≤ 0 (Derivative wrt ns , nℓ)

lim
ns
nℓ

→0

errs ({ns , nℓ)}
errl ({ns , nℓ)}

=
r
nℓ

+ 2
r
nℓ

(Limit of error)



Modular

Theorem
All modular federation methods satisfy error ratio bound: 2 · c + 1 ∀i , j ∈ C given
largest player size ≤ c · r .

Proof.

errs (C )

errl (C )
≤ errs ({ns , nℓ})

errl ({ns , nℓ)}
≤

r
nℓ

+ 2
r
nℓ

≤
r
nℓ

+ 2
r
nℓ

∣∣∣∣∣
nℓ=c·r

= 2c + 1

What about proportional fairness?
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Proportional fairness

Idea: Agents should have error rates that
are (inversely) proportional to samples
contributed.

erri (C )

errj(C )
≈

nj
ni

∀i ∈ C



Proportional fairness

Lemma
Local learning always satisfies proportional
error.

Theorem (From AAAI’21)

For mean estimation and local learning, a
player’s error is proportional to r

nj
.



Proportional fairness

Sub-proportional error (small player
benefits): for ns ≤ nℓ,

errs(C )

errl(C )
≤ nℓ

ns
ns , nℓ ∈ C

Theorem
Fine-grained federation always satisfies
sub-proportional error.



Proportional fairness

Lemma
Uniform federation can exhibit
sub-proportional, proportional, or
super-proportional error.



Proportional fairness

Theorem
For uniform federation, all individually rational federating coalitions satisfy
sub-proportional error.

Proof technique.

Sub-proportionality for a player nj is violated whenever:

f ({ni}, r) ≤ nj

The coalition fails to be individually rational whenever:

g({ni}, r) ≤ nj

We show that
g({ni}, r) ≤ f ({ni}, r)
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Theorem
For uniform federation, all individually rational federating coalitions satisfy
sub-proportional error.

Proof technique.

Sub-proportionality for a player nj is violated whenever:

f ({ni}, r) ≤ nj

The coalition fails to be individually rational whenever:

g({ni}, r) ≤ nj

We show that
g({ni}, r) ≤ f ({ni}, r)



Summary

Provided the first theoretical analysis and comparison of egalitarian and proportional
fairness in federated learning.

Results:

Egalitarian fairness: a tight bound on error ratio for agents federating together.

Proportional fairness: sub-proportional fairness is always satisfied for fine-grained
federation, satisfied for uniform federation if also individually rational.
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Future work

Figure: 6 players federating in multiple groups.

Future directions:

Other notions of fairness or optimality

Other federation methods or learning
games



Thank you!

If you have more questions, feel free to reach out via email.
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